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The Use of Research whitepaper is part 
of the 2018 State of Marketing reporting.

On behalf of the San Diego Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association, Q2 Insights and FreshForm teamed up produce 
a multi-year Qualitative Research study on the state of 
marketing in the U.S. from the San Diego perspective. In 2018 
a total of 40 high-profile corporate marketing and non-profit 
executives from a broad spectrum of 35 small, medium, and 
large Business to Consumer (B2C) and Business to Business 
(B2B) organizations participated in the State of Marketing 
Study. A total of 38 interviews were conducted in 2017. 
In 2018 a small number of the interviews were conducted 
with agencies. The study is designed to describe inspiring 
marketing practices, trends in marketing and the state of 
marketing today.

The full version of the report can be downloaded at 
www.sdama.org/report
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Use of Research 
B2B, B2C, and B2G research is 
employed extensively both by 
corporations and agencies. Marketing 
leaders provided numerous examples 
of how research is used to drive 
marketing decisions. Research 
studies mentioned in 2018 include 
those focusing on: 

• Advertising tracking

• Attitude and opinion

• Brand assessment 

• Brand awareness and affinity

• Brand health

• Brand lift

• Brand tracking

• Competitors

• Creative strategy

• Culture analysis

• Customer journey optimization

• Customer lifetime value

• Customer needs 

• Inclination for charitable giving

• Net promoter score (NPS)

• Positioning 

• Pricing 

• Product lifecycle studies

• Satisfaction

• Segmentation

• Segmentation for persona development

• Social listening

• Social presence and engagement

• Trend analysis

• Voice of the customer

“ It’s important for any commercial 
creative endeavor to be backed up 
by strong strategy and research. 
If it’s not, chances are you will be 
shooting darts in the dark and 
have a hard time finding what is 
relevant and motivating to potential 
customers. I have never enjoyed 
having the pressure to solve 
problems without strong intelligence 
or findings. And although I do not 
believe in creative testing, I am a 
strong advocate for research and 
strategy and find it essential in order 
to uncover truly compelling ideas.”

DANIEL ANDREANI
DO NOT DISTURB

Research for Data-Driven  
Decision Making

Many organizations use research for  
data-driven decision making. 

• One P2P organization regularly surveys 
their membership to assess their attitudes 
and opinions. They include open-end 
questions on their surveys to  
understand sentiment. 

• A consumer goods company recently 
conducted a survey on how people 
purchase to help in positioning  
decision making.

• A direct mail organization employed 
telephone interviews to determine what 
customers expect of them. Customer 
needs were identified and acted upon. 
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• A news and media organization uses 
product lifecycle, product payment, 
and customer lifetime value studies 
to understand and respond to their 
customers. They also analyze churn, 
researching site visits, website habits,  
and profiling their customers.

Research for Content Development

Research findings (data and insights) are an 
excellent source for marketing content. As 
research studies are typically do not focus 
exclusively on one topic, they are also the gift 
that keeps on giving in terms of fueling the 
marketing content funnel. Using research for 
content can position the author as a thought 
leader in a particular topic area because the 
information is unique. 

Some of the organizations participating in 
the State of Marketing study in 2018 are 
using research to full the content. 

• In the P2P space, an organization 
conducted a study on hiring, the 
economy, and investments. They 
packaged the findings of the study into 
various content pieces and shared the 
material with the media. 

• A news and media organization conducts 
a large-scale subscriber study every 
few years. They also do smaller surveys 
throughout the year. The surveys 
are related to the content needs of 
subscribers such as what they are most 
interested in reading about and what 
stories the like. Subscribers are also asked 
if they have interacted with advertisers as 
well as their demographics. 

Research to Fuel Customer Journey 
Development and Optimization

Research is also used to describe and 
optimize customer journeys including major 
and minor touchpoints. 

• A biotech company uses surgeon input to 
develop customer buying journeys with 
surgeon input. Once the customer buying 
journeys are mapped out, different teams 
use them to build strategies. 

Research for Campaign Development 
and Evaluation

Campaign development is another area  
in which research proves very useful.  
It is used for both campaign development 
and evaluation. 

• An educational institution uses research 
for campaign development. They use 
both qualitative research in the form of 
focus groups and quantitative research 
in the form of telephone surveys. It is 
important to the organization that their 
advertising be based on research. Being 
an educational institution, they find it is 
necessary to have sound data to justify 
what they are doing and why they are 
doing it. 

Use of Panels

The use of company-specific customer panels 
is becoming a more frequent approach to 
data-driven decision making. Typically, a 
large group of customers is invited to opt-
in to participate on a panel. The customers 
are provided with a small incentive each 
time they participate in a quantitative or 
qualitative research. Panels are refreshed 
over time as some panelists drop out and 
others are brought in. 

Some of the marketing executives reported 
on using panels for their decision making.

• A consumer goods brand has a panel of 
3,000 customers. They survey the panel 
every month to obtain key data for their 
various initiatives. The insights drive 
decisions and actions within the company. 
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Secondary and Syndicated Data

While a lot of secondary and syndicated data 
is available to marketers, there is agreement 
that the data is useful only if the source is 
trustworthy, and the data is accurate and 
relevant to the need at hand. Brokerage 
companies can be useful for some secondary 
data, and they provide a different lens. 
Some analysts have been covering different 
industries for years and have a knack at 
cutting through the fluff.

Qualitative Research to Shape 
Quantitative Research

It is common to conduct a qualitative study 
and use it to shape a quantitative survey. 
This approach serves to take the guess 
work out of designing a questionnaire for a 
quantitative study. 

• An organization in the education space 
conducted qualitative research followed 
by quantitative research to understand 
underrepresented minority students. The 
quantitative research was used to shape 
the quantitative study. 

Ethnographic Research

Ethnographic research is the study of 
people and cultures. It is used widely by the 
marketing community to obtain rich insights 
by observing and interacting with people 
in context. Ethnographic research is viewed 
by some as a form of qualitative research. 
The practice of ethnographic research is 
sometimes, but not always, exclusively the 
domain to the user experience (UX) team. 

Informal Research

Informal observation and interview 
approaches are used some companies to 
gain information and insights about their 
target audience. Situations best suited to 
this type of research include attending 
conferences that customers are attending, 

holding events that attract customers, and 
even inviting the customers to company 
offices for parties and other events. Some 
might consider these approaches a form of 
ethnographic research. 

Research is Outsourced

Most organization outsource their research 
due to a lack of internal expertise. 

“ That we are outsourcing. The big 
thing with building an in-house 
agency is understanding what 
competencies you want to have and 
not have in-house. We will likely 
bring in a research analyst next year 
to do surveys of our own population, 
but I think broader research we will 
keep external.”

SETH ODELL
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY



Conclusion
Research underpins many, if not most, marketing 
activities. Data-driven decision making is a war cry 
of many marketers. It helps marketers “hedge their 
bets” in an increasingly more complex discipline 
and marketplace. Popular uses of research include 
data-driven content development, customer journey 
development and optimization, and campaign 
development and evaluation. Popular research methods 
include informal research, secondary and syndicated 
research, qualitative research, and ethnographic 
research. The use of quantitative research seems to 
be a given. Many outsource research as they lack the 
internal competencies to do it well. Some are insisting 
on research to ensure their success in marketing.

A comprehensive version of the 2018 State of Marketing Report 
from the San Diego Chapter of the American Marketing Association 
(AMA) can be downloaded at www.sdama.org/report



The San Diego Chapter of the American Marketing Association 
(AMA) is the organization for high-performing marketers who are 
serious about furthering their careers. AMA San Diego is the only 
education- and networking-focused organization that provides 
information, resources, international presence and valuable 
connections in a fun, approachable environment where its  
members can achieve their personal development goals.
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FreshForm is an experience design and innovation consultancy.  
We create, manage and measure customer and employee experiences. 
We use a people-centered approach to create personal connections 
and value for a wide array of innovative Fortune 500s, world-
renowned universities, and growth-oriented businesses.
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Experts in marketing research, Q2 Insights delivers information vital 
to strategic and tactical brand decisions. We blend cutting-edge 
innovation work with a full-spectrum of research methodologies—
all totally customized to your goals. From insights that help drive 
positioning and branding, brand assessments, advertising studies, 
customer experience studies to statistically driven studies such as 
marketing size and potential, pricing, satisfaction, and segmentation, 
we do it all across a wide range of categories.
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